
 
 

 

MEMORANDUM 
 
 

DATE:  April 4, 2014 
 

TO:  Jim Hamilton, Mammoet 
  

CC:  Shanon Murgoitio, ITD 
 
FROM:  Christopher M. Atkinson, E.I.T. / Jason W. Wolfe, P.E. 

 
RE: Overweight Load Permit Assistance; For Mammoet Calumet Reactor 

Configuration T04 Rev 00; Long Bridge over Lake Pend Oreille. (3 Pages) 

 
This memo summarizes the results and recommendations from the load rating analysis of the 
Long Bridge on US-95 over Lake Pend Oreille (Bridge Key 18715) following ITD Bridge 
procedures for overweight truck permit application reviews. 
 
Mammoet is currently unable to utilize I-90 for the Calumet Reactor Configuration T04 
Rev 00 truck configuration (referred to as “the truck configuration”, see Figure 1). 
Originally the route for the configuration proceeded from the port in Lewiston up US-95 
and along I-90 to the Idaho/Montana border. Mammoet requested that Forsgren 
Associates analyze the Long Bridge which is on the proposed alternate route that uses 
US-95 from Coeur d’Alene to Sandpoint then SH-200 to the Idaho/Montana border. 
 
Description of ‘The Long Bridge’ 
The Long Bridge (bridge key 18715) across Lake Pend Oreille is a 180-span structure, 
with four superstructure unit types (see Figure 2): 

 Navigation Span: One unit is a simple, one-span structure called the navigation 
span. The navigation span bridges a distance of 81ft and uses adjacent pre-
stressed concrete box girders with a 4” reinforced concrete slab.  

 Three-Span Unit: Two units are three-span continuous superstructures found at 
either end of the bridge.  The span configuration is 34’-7”, 35 feet, and 35 feet. 

 Six-span Unit: On either side of the navigation span is a six-span continuous 
superstructure unit. Five of the six spans are 35ft. A shorter 17ft span is found 
three spans away from either side of the navigation span. 

 Seven-Span Unit: Finally, there are twenty-eight continuous seven-span units. Six 
of the seven spans are 35ft and the span in the center of each unit is 17ft. 

 
With the exception of the navigation span, the superstructures of each span are made 
with pre-stressed adjacent five-T-girders topped with a 4” reinforced concrete deck. The 
deck carries two lanes of traffic, has a roadway width of 39’-2” and an overall deck width 
of 42’-2”. 
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Initial Analysis 
The inspection report for the bridge was reviewed.  The report records minor deterioration. 
After review of the report, it was determined that the noted deterioration is not anticipated 
to affect the load rating analysis. 
 
The Mammoet configuration was applied to the Long Bridge BrR models supplied by ITD. 
The results of this initial analysis are summarized in Table 1. Three items in the structure 
warranted further analysis. 
 

1. The truck configuration resulted in an operating rating less than 1.0 for the six-
span units. The controlling rating occurred at piers 14 and 19 (as labeled in Figure 
2). The rating is due to positive moment at these supports. Since a positive 
moment at the supports is not created with standard truck configurations, the ITD 
load rating model did not include a continuity diaphragm at the supports. 

 
2. In addition to positive moments, uplift is also generated at piers 6, 7, 13, 14, and 

all similar locations throughout the bridge (see Figure 2). A check of the resistance 
to uplift was warranted. 

 
3. The simply supported “Navigation Span” of the structure model was initially rated 

as a line girder in BrR, due to limitations of the program at the time of the original 
rating. The load rating value shown in Table 1 does not reflect any adjustment in 
the live load distribution factor to account for the narrow gage of the Mammoet 
configuration. In lieu of adjusting the LLDF, the load rating model was revised from 
a line girder to a girder system. 

 
Continuity Diaphragms 
The Mammoet truck configuration causes a unique loading case for the Long Bridge with 
a significant positive moment at piers 14 and 19 (see Figure 2).  The low rating was 
attributed to exceeding the concrete tensile strength of the continuity diaphragm. Noting 
the significant positive moment it was determined that the continuity diaphragm should be 
modelled for the given truck configuration. 
 
The design plans and shop drawing of the structure were used to determine the amount of 
reinforcing steel in the continuity diaphragms at the piers. The capacity of the steel was 
calculated using the design guidance of the AASHTO Standard Specifications. This 
reinforcement steel could not be fully developed as detailed in the shop drawings and 
design plans. The allowable resistance was scaled accordingly and was modeled in BrR. 
(See the appendix for calculations.)  
 
Results of the analysis with the Calumet Reactor T04 Rev 00 truck configuration, for the 
girders mentioned, with the update to the model yielded a load rating of 1.039. (Results 
are detailed in Table 2.) 
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Check of Uplift Capacity 
Uplift of the 17ft spans of the six-span and seven-span continuous units of the Long 
Bridge was shown to be significant in the software modelling results. BrR is currently 
unable to assess the strength of structures against uplift forces. 
 
Relying upon the design plans and shop drawings, the capacity of the steel dowels that tie 
the diaphragms to the piers was evaluated. The strength of the embedment of the steel in 
the pier and diaphragms was also calculated. Using the results from the updated BrR 
model of the bridge, the factored uplift and dead load forces at the controlling pier were 
determined and summed.  The load rating result of the uplift capacity with the truck 
configuration is 2.423. (See calculations in the Appendix.) 
 
Modelling of the Navigation Span 
The original BrR model of the Long Bridge navigation span was created using the line 
girder method.  Although the initial rating results were above one, they were based on live 
load distribution factors for standard gage widths. Adjusting the live load distribution 
factors to reflect the narrow gage of the Mammoet configuration would have resulted in a 
rating value below 1.0. Preliminary review of the bridge indicated that the structure is a 
girder system, and as such could be modelled more accurately in BrR, with the benefit of 
interacting girders that better distribute the truck loads.  
 
The plans indicated that the girders were similar in strength, keyed together by grout, and 
tied with rods at the third points. The simple span is also covered with a composite 
reinforced concrete slab similar to the continuous spans which helps distribute live loads. 
The design calculations stated clearly that the navigation span was designed as a girder 
system for purposes of live load distribution.  The inspection report did not have any 
record of longitudinal cracking of the navigation span deck, which would indicate a line 
girder design behavior. 
 
Consultation with HDR (creators of the original model) also indicates that BrR could only 
model prestressed box girders as line girders with the versions of VIRTIS being used in 
2010. The review and consultation concluded that the line girder method was used due to 
the limitations of Virtis (now BrR) software at the time, and not for any structural concerns.  
 
Forsgren Associates used the existing model information to create a girder system model 
of the navigation span. The analysis using the girder system yielded a controlling rating of 
1.306 for the navigation span with the Mammoet truck configuration.  
 
Conclusion 
Upon reviewing the Long Bridge (bridge key 18715) with the Calumet Reactor T04 Rev 00 
Truck Configuration and per ITD policy, an operating rating factor of greater than 1.0 has 
been computed for each of the bridge units for the Long Bridge. It is recommended that 
the vehicle proceed down the centerline of the bridge with no other vehicles allowed on 
the bridge.  A reduced speed of 10mph or less is also recommended. 
 



Table - 1: Results of initial load rating analysis

Structural Unit
Operating 

Rating

Controlling 

Span

Span 

Length (ft)

Location 

(ft)

Controlling 

Girder

Model 

Type
Analysis Type  Truck Limit State

Design 

Impact 

(%)

Permit 

Rating 

Impact (%)

LLDF 

(lanes)
Status

Navigation 

Span
1.063 1 81 40.5 1-9

Girder 

Line
Line Girder

Half Truck; Standard 

Gauge
Flexure 24% 10% 0.342

Develop girder system model 

to analyze non-standard 

gauge truck .

Three-Span 

Unit
1.197 1 34.58 34.58 3

Girder 

System

Distribution Factor-

Line Girder

Full Truck; Non-

Standard Gauge
Flexure 30% 10% 0.29

OK, no further analysis 

required.

Six-Span Unit 0.748 4 17 17 3
Girder 

System

Distribution Factor-

Line Girder

Full Truck; Non-

Standard Gauge
Flexure 30% 10% 0.288

Requires Further Analysis. 

Check uplift at piers.

Seven-Span 

Unit
1.038 3 35 35 3

Girder 

System

Distribution Factor-

Line Girder

Full Truck; Non-

Standard Gauge
Flexure 30% 10% 0.29

Rating OK, check uplift at 

piers.

Table - 2: Results of final load rating analysis

Structural Unit
Operating 

Rating

Controlling 

Span

Span 

Length (ft)

Location 

(ft)

Controlling 

Girder

Model 

Type
Analysis Type  Truck Limit State

Design 

Impact 

(%)

Permit 

Rating 

Impact (%)

LLDF Status

Navigation 

Span
1.306 1 81 40.5 4

Girder 

System

Distribution Factor-

Line Girder

Full Truck; Non-

Standard Gauge
Flexure 24% 10% 0.18

OK, no further analysis 

required.

Three-Span 

Unit
1.197 1 34.58 34.58 3

Girder 

System

Distribution Factor-

Line Girder

Full Truck; Non-

Standard Gauge
Flexure 30% 10% 0.29

OK, no further analysis 

required.

Six-Span Unit 1.039 4 17 17 3
Girder 

System

Distribution Factor-

Line Girder

Full Truck; Non-

Standard Gauge
Flexure 30% 10% 0.288

OK, no further analysis 

required.

Seven-Span 

Unit
1.038 3 35 35 3

Girder 

System

Distribution Factor-

Line Girder

Full Truck; Non-

Standard Gauge
Flexure 30% 10% 0.29

OK, no further analysis 

required.
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